
New England Dive offers this course any time both instructor and pool time are available  
Please call direct to schedule your course! (203) 284.1880. 

 

New England Dive. 476 North Colony St. Wallingford, CT 06492  
www.NewEnglandDive.com  T- (203) 284. 1880 F- (203) 284.1355 

DRY SUIT SPECIALTY 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

$295.- INCLUDES LEARNING MATERIALS, CLASS/SHORE INSTRUCTION, CERT. CARD. 

The SDI Dry Suit Diver Course will open up a whole new world of diving to you. Many of the diving environments 

around the world are better experienced in a dry suit. Why? These areas have an abundance of marine life waiting to 

be seen and experienced – they just happen to be a little colder! Dry suits are also used in tropical water with the 

appropriate undergarments during the cooler months. 

WHO THIS COURSE IS FOR: 
The certified diver looking for advanced training in dry suit equipment, selection and diving techniques. This diver 

can extend their diving season, spend more time diving in cooler environments and/or enjoy enhancing their dive 

experience by staying warm and cozy in a dry suit. 

COURSE PREREQUISITES: 
 SDI Open Water Scuba Diver, SDI Junior Open Water Diver, or equivalent. 

 Minimum age 18, 12 with parental consent. 

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT TO LEARN: 
The SDI Dry Suit Diver course takes an in-depth look at all of the following and more: 

 Types of dry suits: shell style, crushed neoprene, neoprene. 

 Types of seals: latex, neoprene. 

 Features: self-don, rear-entry, boots, zipper guard: protective zipper chaffing, warm neck collar, suspenders. 

 Dive wear insulation (often times called undergarments): close skin fit, compression resistant, components. 

 Dry suit valves: inflator and deflator considerations. 

 Buoyancy control. 

 Maintenance and care: cleaning, zipper care, minor repairs. 

 Dry suit emergencies 

 

The required skills you will have to demonstrate include all of the following and more: 

Planning a dive, proper donning of a dry suit, review functions of the dry suit, buoyancy check and proper 

weighting, practice dry suit skills, inflate and deflate dry suit, roll out from an inverted position, buoyancy skills 

such as hovering in a fixed position, emergency procedures for dry suit malfunction, safety stop, ascend and exit, 

log dive. 

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU? 
Upon successful completion of this course, graduates may engage in dry suit diving activities without direct 

supervision of the SDI Instructor* so long as the following limits are adhered to: 

The diving activities, areas, and environmental conditions approximate those of training. 

 

The SDI Dry Suit Diver certification counts towards a single specialty rating to complete the SDI Advanced Diver 

Development program or SDI Master Scuba Diver Development program. 

SDI DRY SUIT DIVER MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: 
Satisfactorily complete the SDI Dry Suit Diver Knowledge Quests with a passing score of 80%, followed by 100% 

remediation by the Instructor, complete all open water requirements efficiently, demonstrate mature and sound 

judgment concerning dive planning and execution. 

 

HOW TO TAKE THIS COURSE!  
o Sign up for course and receive the learning materials are required for this course.  
o After completing your learning materials, this class meets at New England Dive for a 

lecture night, then continues to the in-water training on dates decided during the lecture 
session. 

Call NEW ENGLAND DIVE Now to Register!  (203) 284.1880  

http://www.newenglanddive.com/
https://www.tdisdi.com/sdi/get-certified/Advanced-Diver-Development-Program/
https://www.tdisdi.com/sdi/get-certified/Advanced-Diver-Development-Program/
https://www.tdisdi.com/sdi/get-certified/Master-Scuba-Diver-Development-Program/

